October 15, 2019

GAL Support Group: Citrus Family Care Network Overview

A special thanks to Dr. McGrath and Marta Torres for all the time and information they shared
with us. A Citrus directory is attached at the end of the notes.
After a brief intro to the history of Citrus from its beginning as a mental health agency to
securing the contract as the lead agency (7/1/19) in Miami-Dade County, Dr. McGrath and
Marta answered numerous questions.
•

What changes should we expect now that Citrus is the lead agency?
O Fully integrated behavioral health with child welfare;
O Already opened the first intake and reception center (2 additional planned);
O Trauma transition therapists go with the P.I. during removal of child(ren);
O Comfort calls - parents are engaged from the beginning;
O Create a bridge with the foster parents;
O 6 behavioral health specialists have been assigned to the case-management
agencies. They will help track services/ referrals;
O Updated evaluations for children that have been in the system a while with no
recent evaluations; and
O All new intakes are staffed within 3-7 days to make sure that initial assessment/
recommendations/thoughts were accurate.

•

What are you doing to address the placement problem? Who do we contact about
placement concerns?
O They now have a recruitment team of 5 foster-home recruiters with a goal of 30
new homes every quarter. They are trying to license homes that fill the
placement needs we lack;
O They are working very hard on retention of those foster homes they have. Foster
parent liaisons and peer advocate support are utilized;
O If you have concerns, send an email and include Marta Torres and/or Stacey
Stevenson.

•

Who do we contact about independent living concerns?
O Marcel Rivas - Director of Youth Services.

•

What do you recommend we do if the FCMA is unresponsive? Who do we
contact?
O If it is regarding placement or foster parent issues, contact Marta Torres;
O If it is a child specific issue, contact Dr. Kim McGrath.

•

Please address the status of His House placements. Is this meant to be a longterm placement?
O Foster homes could be a long-term placement; the shelters are not. (That also
goes for the Bridge and the CFCE shelters.)
O Many children at His House are sibling groups and we are trying to locate
placements that will accept siblings together. These cases are reviewed
regularly.
O Before placement is modified, there is a transition staffing and GALS should
attend.

•

Are there any residential treatment centers in Miami? Therapeutic placements?
O The closest residential treatment center is in Broward. There are none in MiamiDade.
O There are a number of therapeutic providers not necessarily equipped for DJJ
issues, chronically mentally ill, or very aggressive children. That level of care
doesn’t exist right now and it is a state-wide issue.

•

Are there any residential treatment placements for teens with substance-abuse
needs?
O None in Miami Dade or Broward.

•

What are the major differences in the adoption process from Our Kids?
O None! That was one of the areas that was performing well.
O We have added adoption specialists.
O In addition to Miami Heart Gallery and Family Match, we have now added Family
Finders.
O We have added adoption clinicians for post-adoption support.

•

Is a medical exam required prior to adoption?
O It can be if there are reasons for concern.

•

Does Citrus have any plans to increase the # of adoptions?
O We have permanency teams reviewing all cases where children have been in the
same placement over 1 year and in care more than 24 months.

•

Does Citrus plan to increase the # of case managers?
O That is up to each agency.

•

What is the appropriate # of cases/children per case worker?
O A decent ratio -- depends on the types of cases the case worker is carrying.

•

Does Citrus have a contract in Broward?
O Yes, but not as lead agency. We have CHANCE homes and specialized
therapeutic foster care in Broward.

•

How long is the contract with DCF?
O 5 years.

•

Is Citrus considering visitation centers near the child’s placement so
babies/children don’t have to travel so far for visits?
O The problem is we need to be placing children closer to their parents and the
agency.
O Other agency locations can be used for visitations and intake centers can also be
used.

•

Our Kids used to have funds available for emergency funding in family/relative
care (need for help with rent until SSI fixed for child, clothing, etc.). Is that still
available?
O Same policy; this is overseen by Dr. JJ (Beverly Jean Jacques).
O Also, we try to get relatives to step up to Level 1 - licensed kinship. Then they
are eligible for revenue stipend.
O Level 2 is licensed foster care.

•

When a child is removed and placed in foster care, how long does it take for a
LOCA to be completed?
O 21 days from assignment, 30 days from removal.
O If there is a problem, contact Tiona Hemingway.

•

Is there something written with the criteria for licensing foster homes?
O A better guide would be to use the foster parent partnership agreement.
O If there are problems, contact the foster parent support team.

•

Citrus holds staffings on Tuesdays with the case-management agency. The list of
cases to be staffed is sent out on Friday. GAL will establish a contact to receive
that list and notify the GAL if one is assigned.

